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Abstract: The environmental and social issues caused by agricultural and food distribution practices
call for a profound reconfiguration of the agri-food system. This paper is aimed at contributing
to a better understanding of the way such a reconfiguration may be fostered. Building on recent
developments of transition studies that analyze whole system reconfigurations, it proposes a pragmatist, whole system approach to examine the socio-political dimension of sustainability transitions.
Based on the ethnographic and longitudinal study of a unique case of (territorial) agroecological
transition in France, it identifies the mechanisms involved in a transition and the way actors enacted
them. It characterizes required prior, incremental system changes, and stresses the role of multiple
niches that influence simultaneously the various components of the agri-food system. From an
action-oriented perspective, these results suggest that transitions may be fostered by: (1) supporting the diffusion of an alternative technological paradigm within the regime that niches may be
congruent with; (2) stimulating the development of a diversity of radical innovations related to the
various dimensions of the agri-food system and fostering their interactions with the regime; and
(3) moving from a technology-driven approach of innovation towards an emphasis on organizational
innovations that foster the rebalancing of power relations.
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1. Introduction
In order to tackle the environmental, social, and health issues caused by agricultural
and food distribution practices, the agri-food system urgently needs to be profoundly
reconfigured to shift towards sustainability. This paper is aimed at contributing to a better
understanding of the way such a shift may be fostered by examining the way actors may
act on socio-technical developments and eventually trigger a sustainability transition.
The multi-level perspective (MLP) is a fundamental heuristic underpinning transition
studies, which considers that societal functions such as food provision are fulfilled by
systems made of co-evolving social and technical elements. The MLP conceptualizes
transitions as system innovations, and it distinguishes three analytical levels: the regime,
corresponding to the set of rules supporting the dominant socio-technical system, which
maintains actors on a given technological trajectory and exerts strong lock-in effects; niches,
small networks of actors developing radical innovations and testing new rules around
these innovations; and the landscape, the exogenous socio-technical context actors cannot
directly influence [1–4]. It suggests that various radical innovations are developed in
niches, until one of them appears as the most promising, and that it is the interaction
between this niche, the regime, and the landscape that possibly triggers a socio-technical
transition. Over the past fifteen years, transition studies have provided inputs to policy
reflection in numerous countries and industries (e.g., [5,6], and the incorporation of insights
from a variety of disciplines and theoretical backgrounds into this heuristic has allowed
for the refining of the several dimensions involved in transitions. However, due to the
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complexity of the processes involved, understanding “why and how some niches set in motion
transformational change [ . . . ] while others fail” [7] remains an unresolved challenge. To
contribute to this understanding, this paper asks: how can actors at a local level have a
transformative influence on socio-technical developments?
Transition studies have been criticized for focusing on technological dimensions [8]
and overlooking the role of actors in transition dynamics [9,10]. Numerous contributions
have then been made to shed light on agency (i.e., actors’ capacity to act). Geels and Schot
([3], p. 414), building on Giddens’ structuring theory [11], argue that actors may both
reproduce and change the rules and invite analysts “to zoom in on actors”. This invitation
has paved the way for several refinements: Elzen et al. [12] analyze how normative
pressure exerted by outsiders can influence regimes; Geels and Verhees [13] show how
framing struggles between incumbent and alternative discourses performed on public
stages impact cultural legitimacy; and other authors analyze the trajectories and roles
of specific actors, including farmers (e.g., [14]), intermediary actors (e.g., [15]), and civilsociety (e.g., [16]). Various typologies have been proposed to analyze the role of actors
in transitions (for a review, see [17]), and of their evolving interests, values, rationales,
and strategies [18–20]. Answering calls to account for the inherent political dimension of
socio-technical dynamics [21,22], Grin et al. [23] demonstrate that transitions imply change
in power relations. Several conceptual frameworks have since been mobilized or created to
analyze shifts in power relations [24,25], including by Avelino and Wittmayer [26], who
claim analyzes should focus on levels of dependencies between actors, and Rossi et al. [27],
who suggest transitions imply more nuanced power relations between the various actors
of the socio-technical system. Furthermore, Wittmayer et al. [28] show that fundamental
changes in the roles of actors and their inter-relations are a key feature of transition
processes. Those various contributions fruitfully identify some specific dynamics and
levers through which actors manage to influence some regime rules. Nevertheless, in a
perspective of operationalizing the transition to sustainable food systems, a comprehensive
review of the mechanisms involved in regime shifts and of the way actors manage to
operate these mechanisms is still needed [29].
Recent research has addressed this gap by operating the complementary movement
of ‘zooming out’, enlarging the focus to whole system reconfigurations. Geels’s [30]
longitudinal analysis of the UK passenger mobility system points out the importance of
examining multiple regime dynamics (auto-mobility, train, bus, and cycling)and multiple
niche-innovations simultaneously to give full account of the diverse interacting change
mechanisms involved in socio-technical developments. McMeekin et al. [31] develop an
approach for whole system analysis and produce a typology of change mechanisms based
on the case of the low-carbon transformation of the UK electricity system. However, as
stressed by these authors, the trade-off of this ‘zooming out’ strategy is the difficulty to
conduct a sharp analysis of social change processes; the socio-political dimension of whole
system reconfigurations has yet to be fully explored.
This paper is aimed at contributing to such exploration by looking at a unique case of
agroecological transition in France, in the Drôme valley, to understand how actors can foster
whole system reconfigurations. It is organized as follows. Section 2 develops an analytical
framework to tackle agency in a whole system approach of sustainability transitions.
Section 3 details the methodology designed to apply the framework to the Drôme valley
case, as well as the analyzed material. Section 4 presents the socio-technical evolution
of the agri-food system of the Drôme valley from 1970 to 2015 and evidence of whole
system reconfiguration. Section 5 stresses the transition mechanisms that have allowed
some actors to bring about a regime shift in this region. The concluding section synthesizes
the paper’s contributions and discusses their implications for an operationalization of
sustainability transitions.
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2. A Pragmatist, Whole System Approach to Tackle Agency in Transitions
In line with Geels’s [30] and McMeekin et al.’s [31] work, the present whole system
approach reconnects with the MLP’s systemic foundations to address: (1) multiple regime
dynamics, meaning that, for the agri-food regime, all food chains and all production
systems are included in the analysis; (2) multiple niche-innovations; and (3) multiple
landscape dynamics that influence the agri-food regime.
This paper builds on Geels and Schot’s definition of niche and regime as two analytical
levels, corresponding to socio-technical configurations (i.e., heterogenous arrangements of
coevolving social and technical elements) that differ in size and stability [3]. The regime
is the dominant socio-technical configuration, stable and underpinned by a set of rules.
Niches are smaller and less stable socio-technical configurations whose rules radically differ
from the ones at stake in the regime. These definitions leave much space for interpretation.
Depending on scholars’ analytical choices, a technological evolution might be interpreted
as an incremental change or as a regime shift [9]. The need for reflexivity in the empirical
use of the MLP [32] is not always met, which has produced a number of studies focusing
on innovations that do not radically diverge from the dominant system [33], mistakenly
giving incremental innovations the status of niche and restricting transitions to the broad
dissemination of an alternative technology with lower environmental impact. Examples in
the agricultural sector are studies on innovations aimed at mitigating the environmental
impact of intensive farming, which certainly induce changes in farmers’ practices and
at the system level, but actually contribute to the adaptation and reproduction of the
unsustainable, dominant agri-food system.
Which rules are we talking about? How do we assess their radical nature? Despite
being a key concept in the MLP, the notion of rules is rather imprecise and has hardly been
operationalized [34]. Rules are “what lies underneath the activities of actors” ([1] p. 31)
and encompass a wide variety of heterogeneous elements such as beliefs, social norms,
world views, lifestyles, consumption patterns, users’ expectations, technological paradigms,
research agendas, heuristics, problem definitions, values, policies, regulations, and contracts [1–4,8,35]. This heterogeneity makes the empirical study of rules difficult. The
proposition here is to consider that what lies underneath the actors’ activities is their representations, and that their activities consist of a set of practices and interactions. On this
basis, saying that niches’ rules radically differ from the regime’s amounts to saying that
the representations, practices, and/or interactions developed by niche actors deviate (i.e.,
engage in an antagonistic dynamic [24]) on most points from those in the regime. Representations are here broadly defined, encompassing all elements that influence actors’ practices
and interactions: the values they uphold; the way they define their role (their objectives,
missions, strategies, and the criteria they choose for evaluation) and the others’ roles; the
problems, issues, and solutions they identify; their vision of the future; and their vision
of agriculture, of rural development, of organic farming. The notion of representation
thus encompasses the various variables that previous work on agency in transitions have
focused on and proven useful (Section 1), which allows grasping the complex and evolving
rationality of actors. Practices are the actual practices implemented by the actors, the
building blocks of their activities that contribute to the societal function under study. For
the present analysis, the practices directly and indirectly related to the production, buying,
selling, storing, transportation, processing, marketing, and consumption of food products
that are implemented by the various actors of the agri-food, socio-technical system will be
considered. Practices are both constituent parts of the socio-technical system and proxy
indicators of the actors’ implicit representations. As they reflect the actors’ scope of action,
they are also proxy indicators of the power relations at stake. Interactions are all the formal
and informal relations between actors of the socio-technical system, e.g., collaboration,
coordination, knowledge exchange, and discussion.
Geels ([1] p. 31) recommends that “the analyst should first demarcate her object
of analysis and then operationalize the analytical levels from the MLP”. Inferring the
analytical levels from the analysis allows avoiding two other epistemological pitfalls,
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To analyze the interactions between these socio-technical configurations, as well as
the associated changes in stability and power relations, the concepts of enrolment and
interessement from pragmatist sociology are mobilized (Table 1). It should be specified
that both concepts, as well as the ‘flat’ empirical approach, are incorporated as analytical
tools to avoid the above-mentioned pitfalls, with no intention, however, to question the
multi-level conceptualization.
Table 1. Articulation of the key concepts, variables and mechanisms.
(De)stabilization/Power Relations
Representations and Practices

Interactions

Enrolment
of A by B

Radical change in
representations and practices—A
and B’s representations and
practices become aligned

Interessement
of A by B

Change in some of A’s
representations and practices
without A’s and B’s
becoming aligned

Socio-Technical
Configuration A Belongs to

Socio-Technical
Configuration B Belongs to

New alliance

Destabilization/Less
favorable balance of power

Stabilization/more
favorable balance of power

No change in interactions

No destabilization/no
change in power relations

No stabilization/no change
in power relations

Enrolment is the process by which an actor successfully redefines other actors’ roles,
goals, orientations, motivations, or interests [40]—i.e., their representations—resulting
in the building and breaking of alliances. The founders of the MLP already mobilized
this concept to describe processes of niche development, and despite the ontological
controversies this generated [8,9,41], further combining pragmatist sociology and MLP has
proven relevant to analyze niche-regime interactions [42,43]. The originality of the present
approach is twofold. First, it considers the building and breaking of alliances in a whole
system approach instead of taking as a starting, focal point one single niche innovation.
This enlarged perspective on enrolment processes allows characterizing changes in power
relations and mechanisms of (de)stabilization of socio-technical configurations. As their set
of alliances enlarges, actors grow more powerful. As more actors are enrolled in one sociotechnical configuration, the latter stabilizes [44] due to the alignment of the representations
of the various actors involved [40], as well as of their practices. In turn, other configurations
are destabilized as they are deprived of those actors and of their human, material and
financial resources, and the remaining actors are weakened. The second originality of
the present approach is to incorporate the concept of interessement. Interessement is the
process by which one actor enforces others into new roles and activities [45]. In the present
approach, it is used to highlight the more subtle changes in power relations that occur
when one actor enforces changes in practices and representations of another actor, but
without the practices and representations of both actors becoming aligned. Although the
socio-technical configuration the enforced actor is part of is not destabilized, the set of
practices and representations it is composed of is (partially) modified. Hence, the concept
of interessement contributes to a more comprehensive view of socio-institutional changes,
emphasizing novel aspects of agency. Table 1 presents how the key concepts, variables,
and mechanisms of the analytical approach are linked.
3. A Qualitative and Inductive Methodology
This whole system approach was used to analyze the case of the Drôme valley, a rural
territory located in southeast France (around 2200 km2 , 102 municipalities, 54,000 inhabitants),
chosen for its unique development of organic farming (OF). There, OF represents one third
of farmers, versus 6% at the national scale, and involves a large diversity of local actors,
including processing, marketing, and retail organizations, as well as local authorities who
elaborated an ambitious local development policy called Biovallée. This suggests that,
locally, actors have built a new socio-technical system around OF, which was treated as a
research question when fieldwork started.
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The research is conducted at the local scale to ensure the feasibility of combining
a ‘zooming out strategy’ with a detailed analysis of socio-political aspects. Extending
Lawhon and Murphy’s argument that focusing on dynamics through which regimes that
are differentially embedded in a diversity of local contexts is necessary to understand “why
progress towards sustainability proceeds in a spatially uneven manner” ([46] p. 362), the
assumption here is that an in-depth whole-system analysis of such an ‘unlocked’ form of
embeddedness may provide generic insights on agency. The local agri-food system is hence
approached as a local variation of the regime and considered in its dynamic, multi-scale
(local, regional, national, international) dimension.
The socio-technical evolution of the local agri-food system was analyzed from the late
1960s, when OF first appeared in this valley, until 2015. In a whole-system approach, all
the local actors who have an influence on, or aim to influence, agri-food dynamics were
taken into account: farmers, consumers, local authorities, the local agricultural school,
civil-society organizations, and the main agricultural economic operators (input suppliers,
processors, farmers’ marketing cooperatives and other agri-businesses, small and corporate
food retailers, restaurants, canteens). All food chains of the valley were included: goat and
laying hen rearing, aromatic and medicinal plants, fruits, vine, cereals, and vegetable growing. As some components of the agri-food system only exist at other scales, also included
were departmental and regional organizations such as farmers’ associations, research and
experimentation stakeholders, wholesalers, and the Chamber of Agriculture—referred
to as ‘the Chamber’ from this point on (Chambers of Agriculture are professional, agricultural associations and they are the main players for training and extension services
in France). Where they existed, alliances with more remote actors were also taken into
account. The broader dynamic context (landscape level) was accounted for at regional,
national, European, and international scales in terms of agricultural and rural development
policies, economic environment and agricultural prices, and cultural changes related to
environmental and agricultural issues.
The practices, representations, and interactions of the above-mentioned actors were
examined (illustration for some of them in Table 2) longitudinally. On this basis, different
socio-technical configurations, composed of actors whose practices and representations are
aligned, were identified.
Table 2. The three sets of variables and examples of collected data.

Practices

Farmers: agricultural, training, experimentation, and marketing practices
Farmers’ cooperatives: infrastructure building, investments, experimentation programs and designs,
HR management (sales commission, coupling of technical and commercial functions), purchasing
and marketing practices, organization of grain collection and share of OF
Local authorities: design, content, implementation, and assessment of Local development and
Agricultural policies; distribution of financial, material, and human resources
Chamber of agriculture: content, speakers, and target population of training courses; design and
experimentation programs; agricultural and rural development programs; financial, material, and
human resource allocation
Retailers: sourcing, buying, organizational and marketing practices

Representations

Representation of their own role (their objectives, missions, strategies, and the criteria they chose for
evaluation), and of the others’ roles; the problems, issues, and solutions they identify; their vision of
the place and future of agriculture, of rural development, of conventional and alternative farming, of
the “good” agriculture and agri-food system.

Interactions

Presence/absence of relations between actors, nature (e.g., supplier/client or subsidized
organization/funder) and functioning (decision-making processes).

Fine granularity was preferred to homogeneous treatment, which is why not all
actors were equally considered. First, a few key actors were examined in-depth: the two
community of municipalities of the valley that elaborated the flagship project Biovallée
(2009–2015), which targeted 50% OF; a farmers’ cooperative, which gathers two thirds of
local farmers and is 70% organic—a unique positioning for a French grain cooperative;
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and four initiatives shown, during the first year of fieldwork, to play a pivotal role in
reconfiguration dynamics. On this basis, the trajectories (i.e., the co-evolution of the
interdependent practices, representations, and interactions) of each of these actors or
networks were thoroughly analyzed. Through the lens of these trajectories, data on the
practices, interactions, and representations of the other actors was collected. Using writing
as an analytical process [47], these trajectories were then weaved together into a monograph
of the local agri-food system.
Data collection was based on an ethnographic study and archival work. The ethnographic study (2012–2015) includes observations of 59 interaction situations to analyze
representations and interactions in present time (e.g., agricultural committees and working
meetings of local authorities; training sessions organized by the Chamber and the Organic
farmers group; project steering meetings, general meetings, and board meetings of various
local, departmental, and regional organizations; public events) and 24 comprehensive
interviews to obtain actors’ interpretation of past and present events. Thirty interviews,
conducted in 2011–2013 by colleagues, were also integrated into the analysis (Table 3). Such
a high number of interviews is justified by the diversity of actors included in the whole
system approach and the length of the study period.
Table 3. The three surveys included in the analysis and their list of interviewees.
Interviews conducted by the author
Farmers; current and former elected officials and agents of local authorities;
current and former advisors and elected officials of the Chamber and
farmers’ associations; members and staff of farmers’ cooperatives;
members, administrators, and coordinators from civil society organizations

2012–2015: Longitudinal analysis of the
agroecological transition in the Drôme valley

Interviews from other surveys

2011: Longitudinal analysis on the development of
organic market gardening in the Drôme valley

Former staff and director of the local agricultural school; advisors of the
Chamber and Organic farmers group; farmers; founder of the aromatic and
medicinal plant cooperative; founders and directors of a farm incubator
and of a cooperative, organic grocery store; fruit traders; current and
former staff and elected official of local and regional authorities

2013: Analysis on pastoralism in the Drôme valley

Farmers; founders of the slaughterhouse; elected officials of farmers’ union

For the purpose of the longitudinal analysis, an extensive documentary work was also
completed. More than 700 documents dating from 1969 to 2015 were qualitatively analyzed
(project documents; guidance documents; minutes of general meetings, board meetings,
and working meetings; minutes of agricultural committees; of steering committees; articles
from general and specialized press; newsletters and communication tools, grey literature).
This was done in order to gather data on past controversies, negotiations, conflicts, and
projects, including failed ones, as well as quantitative data such as agricultural statistics,
demographics, national and European financing, local and regional budget allocations, and
the development of national and international agricultural prices. Due to the heterogeneity
of the data sources and of the data itself, manual coding was preferred to computer processing. Triangulating multiple types of data allowed deconstructing the reinterpretation of
past events actors may make in present time and retracing the processes of socio-technical
evolution as precisely as possible. The resulting analytical narrative is summarized in the
next section (in which, unless indicated otherwise, all data and analyses come from the
author’s Ph.D. thesis [48]).
4. The Agroecological Transition in the Drôme Valley (1969–2015): A Two-Step Process
“[In the agricultural secondary school], I was formatted, like all the kids back then, that
is to say to productivism, farm expansion [ . . . ] and fertilizers, agrochemicals, etc. So,
we came out very, very formatted. And when I settled into farming, I was in that frame
of mind. And I remember, I had settled for two months I think, and my uncle [ . . . ]
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came to see me, and he came with a fertilizer salesperson. In the countryside, dealers
always come along with a farmer because it appears like a guarantee. [ . . . ] He said to
me: “Oh, this land hasn’t seen fertilizers for a long time, you should buy NPK, potash,
nitrates and all. Otherwise, you’ll have no grass for your animals”. [ . . . ] Neither did the
veterinary know about phyto[therapy] nor veterinary homeopathy, so we did work with
antibiotics, it was extremely traditional. On top of that came the farm technicians, who
were totally in a vision . . . when you settled, to get the Young Farmer Grant [ . . . ] you
had to fit in a framework for investment, to buy equipment, to invest tremendously. So, I
was totally into this vision [ . . . ] with the advice from the technician of the Chamber of
Agriculture, with the training of the agricultural secondary school. And the social context
too, because it is just as strong, as significant as the good advice from professionals.”
(Former breeder, who settled into farming in the Drôme valley in 1972)
As illustrated by this producer’s testimony, in the 1970s in the Drôme valley, one single
socio-technical configuration gathered producers, veterinary and extension services, agrochemical industries locally represented by independent salespersons, and the agricultural
school around a vision of “good agriculture” based on mechanization and the intensive use
of chemical inputs. This socio-technical configuration also included supply and marketing
farmers’ cooperatives and local authorities. As such, it can be inferred that, as elsewhere in
France and western Europe, the local agri-food system was aligned with the paradigm of
“Agricultural modernization”. As it combined a large set of heterogeneous elements, this
sociotechnical configuration was highly stable.
In this socio-technical configuration, the agricultural school and the Chamber played
a major role because their strategies and activities strongly shaped those of the other
actors. Local authorities (i.e., the two communities of municipalities of the valley) played a
minor role, limited to the implementation of national agricultural policies, that encouraged
agricultural restructuring to expand the size of farms, mechanization, intensification, and
the development of income-generating products to maintain farming activities and thereby
combat rural depopulation.
It is in this context that OF emerges. It is developed both by innovative newcomers
and local farmers [49] who feel at odds with intensification and convert to OF to translate
their set of values into a set of practices [50]. Most newcomers belong to the second “backto-the-land” movement, which took place after 1975 in France, and yearn for living in
the countryside and entering the existing social and economic networks [51]. They join
traditional agricultural organizations such as farmers’ cooperatives and experimentation
groups, which locally fosters the development of OF.
4.1. Step 1: Differentiation of Two Configurations within the Regime
The creation of the organic label in 1985 incites the four local farmers’ cooperatives
located in the upstream part of the valley called Diois, to elaborate a project, to structure
organic supply and marketing chains for organic farmers to access the inputs they need,
and to add value to their products. To cover the investments for infrastructures, the
cooperatives need to increase the share of organic sales (OF only represents a few percent
in the early 1990s), so the project includes conducting experiments to develop their staff’s
advisory skills.
The cooperatives convince the community of municipalities of Diois (CCD) to support
their project. In a context where rural development policies take a quality turn [52], and
where locally depopulation is a major issue, OF appears as a way to maintain agriculture by
better rewarding producers and creating a positive image of the area. This alliance is critical
as it allows benefiting from the support of departmental authorities (in France, departments
and regions are the next administrative levels above communities of municipalities) that
have direct connection with EU agents and manage to get a special envelope from the
European Union. These credits act as a driving force: the cooperatives receive funds that
national and regional institutions would not have granted otherwise, and the high rates
of funding incite them to develop a more ambitious program. The initial six-year project
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is deployed for ten years and gives visibility to Diois, which becomes recognized as an
innovative area at the national scale. The influx of funding has other symbolic impacts: it
increases the legitimacy of organic farmers, who stop being perceived as eccentrics, and the
credibility of OF as a way forward for the whole local agriculture. This translates into the
conversion of Diois’ agricultural leaders and, consequently, of more farmers. Additionally,
it fosters the enrolment of CCD, as indicated by the title of its guidance document in 1995:
“Organics, the future of Diois”, and by its recruiting of the coordinator of the project in the
late 1990s, which proves the institutionalization of this vision of OF and of the role of CDD
as a legitimate stakeholder in relation to agricultural matters.
The inter-cooperative project has a structuring effect both technically and commercially, and OF reaches 10% in 10 years. It also has a significant impact on the activities
and representations of the other actors of the dominant system (interessement). To receive
funding from the inter-cooperative project, the Chamber starts providing advisory services
to organic farmers (which it had refused to do up to that point), and the agricultural school
starts proposing training on OF; OF, which had hitherto been an invisibilized model to the
major players, is put on their agenda. In turn, in the 2000s, in the Val de Drôme downstream
area, where farming is more intensive than in Diois, many farmers, processors, and other
cooperatives also start to engage in organics. This is of course also fostered by changes
at the landscape level consisting of an increasing demand for organics, but the dynamics
is much stronger in the valley than elsewhere, and the detailed analysis [48] shows that
it results directly from the shift in activities and representations of the major agricultural
players of the area.
This momentum is maintained with the combined actions of various actors. For instance, in the early 2000s, the grain cooperative invests in a seed platform to produce organic
seeds adapted to local conditions (an imperative need no longer fulfilled by seed-bearers).
It merges with the supply cooperative and redefines its advisors’ routines, disconnecting
their salary from product sales, focusing their activity on extension services and developing their skills on organics (trials on high value crops and advice on farm seeds to foster
farmers’ self-sufficiency). Additionally, it buys products that are farmed organically but
not yet certified at the price of organic products, to support farmers who chose to convert
(during the first three years of conversion, organic farmers are not allowed to sell their
products as organics, which is a major obstacle given that conversion is generally associated
with significant yield loss). The other cooperatives and CCD also continue supporting the
development of OF (for a detailed analysis, see [48]). These combined actions allow OF to
rise from 10 to 25% in a few years in Diois.
As OF develops, its image evolves. The Chamber starts acknowledging its technical
interest by recruiting new organic advisors, and from 2007 on, organizing a professional fair
on alternative and organic techniques. This legitimizes OF as a sound technical model and
fosters conversions in other parts of the valley. However, although the Drôme Chamber
becomes the number one for OF, OF remains a marginal issue in its guidance documents;
recruiting organic advisors is not related to a profound shift in representations, it is a way
to preserve its hegemony in the local agri-food system (interessement).
All organic chains of the valley experience a boom in the 2000s. The aromatic and
medicinal plants chain is particularly emblematic. The outstanding quality of its products
achieves international recognition, and companies settle in the valley to process these
products, generating hundreds of employment opportunities [53]. Consequently, the
community of municipalities of Val de Drôme (CCVD) starts considering OF as an economic
drive (interessement). It proposes CCD to elaborate a joint project at the scale of the whole
valley, taking organics as the foundation of an endogenous development. In 2008, they seize
a regional funding opportunity that calls for innovative pilot projects with an integrated
approach to sustainable development. This encourages them to develop a more ambitious
and integrated project: the Biovallée program, aimed at making the Drôme valley the
European region of reference for sustainable development. The objectives for agriculture
are far more ambitious than the national goals prevailing at that time (Table 4) and put OF
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to the fore as a model; CCVD has been enrolled and its vision and policies are now aligned
with those of CCD. In parallel, the agricultural school, threatened with closure, makes
a strategic move towards OF. It decides to specialize in organics, and it eventually does
avoid closure.
Table 4. Ambitious objectives of the Biovallée program in the food and farming sector.
National Objectives
for 2018/2020

Biovallée Objectives
for 2015

% OF

20%

50%

Reduction in pesticide use

−30% if possible

−50%

% Organic or local products in school canteens

20%

80%

In summary, a first transformation of the local agri-food system starts in the early
1990s. A new socio-technical configuration emerges within the regime as a result of the
changes in practices of some farmers and of the inter-cooperative project. This new sociotechnical configuration progressively aggregates increasing social and technical elements
and becomes more stable. The practices and representations of the various actors of the
local agri-food system co-evolve for two decades. This results, in the late 2000s, in the
regime being composed of two socio-technical configurations, which partially integrate
the proposal of OF (partially in the sense that neither embraces the proposal of OF in
all its technical, environmental, economic, and social dimensions, as it is defined by the
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements or in the Charter of the French
organic movement). Of the two configurations, one is aligned with the paradigm of “Agricultural modernization”, and the other gathers farmers, the Diois cooperatives, the two
local authorities, and the agricultural school, around a new technological trajectory and a
set of representations that can be referred to as the paradigm of “Ecological modernization”. “Ecological” because OF is considered as a way forward for all local agriculture,
and “modernization” because it does not question the functioning of the global dominant
system (without reference to the ecological modernization literature). This is the first step
towards a further, more profound reconfiguration of the local agri-food system.
4.2. Step 2: Development of a Third Configuration Outside and in Interaction with the Regime
The Biovallée program is launched in 2009, but local authorities face difficulties regarding its implementation. Their strategy is to stimulate strong growth in OF through
the installation of agro-industries, encouraging a cluster dynamic. They also have a partnership with the Chamber to develop training and create an experimental platform on
OF and alternative farming techniques. However, collaborations with mainstream actors
fail to sustain this strategy, with several projects aborting. For instance, the Chamber
creates an experimental platform, but the experiments are designed following conventional
principles (input-intensive monocrops, highly mechanized technical operations, etc.) and
consequently do not answer organic farmers’ needs for technical references. Additionally,
despite strong demand stemming from the Biovallée program, the Chamber decides not
to take charge of organizing food chains for school catering. A distribution platform is
created by a major distributor of organic products, with strong financial support from
Biovallée, but closes after two years because the company considers school catering as
not being profitable enough. Another objective of Biovallée is the creation of farm incubators in economic activity areas for developing small-lot, high added value agriculture.
Encouraging young farmers’ setting-up is one of the Chamber’s missions, and the fact that
it undertakes no action in relation to that objective proves again its resistance to the vision
of the Biovallée program.
It is in this context that local authorities are asked for funding by actors that develop
other ways of supporting OF:

•

Carline, a cooperative organic store willing to increase its share of local products;
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•

•

•

Agricourt, a community association gathering parents and farmers willing to create
a distribution platform to supply school canteens with fresh, local products from
small-scale agriculture;
The departmental goat farmers’ union, willing to develop an innovative experimental program on herbal veterinary treatments (phytotherapy) in collaboration with a
veterinarian and a pharmacist;
Compagnons de la Terre, a community association already running a small, organic
farm incubator in the area and gathering ex-employees of the agricultural school,
farmers, and integration associations, which is asked by local authorities, after the
Chamber declined, to create a farm incubator for Biovallée on a 16-hectare farm they
had newly acquired for that purpose.

Thanks to Biovallée funding, these initiatives develop. Carline supports the emergence or growth of various local organic food chains (e.g., meat, cheese, flour and bread,
vegetables) by setting prices in cooperation with local producers, applying lower margins
to local products (and even lower margins to new entrants in farming), investing in equipment (e.g., refrigerated showcases) and infrastructure (purchase of a 160 m2 retail space),
and developing projects to better coordinate (via pooled cropping plans or equipment) and
enhance the technical skills of the small-scale farmers it works with. Thanks to these developments, it manages to supply 10% of the local population with organic products from
local and small-scale farmers, based on shared governance between consumers, producers,
and its employees, who jointly design an alternative economic model and its Ethics charter.
This leads it to gradually consider itself as a legitimate player in local development. This
representation is now institutionalized, as it became a member of the CCD agricultural
committee, where local agricultural policies and grant allocations are discussed.
Agricourt also supports the growth of local food chains, both organic and non-organic,
with the creation of a distribution platform. It started in the President’s garage with
a private vehicle, and now has dedicated premises with a cold room and refrigerated
lorry that supplies nurseries, schools, and private and company restaurants in the valley.
Shared governance between consumers, producers, processors, and restaurants allows the
development of fair and ecologically-sound marketing practices (e.g., prices and cropping
plans collectively discussed, long-term agreements, market price list displaying only local
products, partnership with an organic cooperative sharing a similar Ethics charter to
complement local production when lacking), thanks to which, 60% of the meals served in
the schools of the valley are prepared with local products from small-scale, mostly organic,
fairly remunerated farmers. By comparison, during the same period in France, 25% of
school canteens propose organic products, generally once a month (2/3) or once a week
(1/3), and only half of these canteens report favoring local food chains (Agence bio, 2015).
In the goat phytotherapy project, farmers make, test, and collectively assess treatments made from on-farm resources, to explore solutions to technical bottlenecks they
encountered. The goat farmers’ union turned to Biovallée after its project was rejected
by the regional experimentation committee, which considered that phytotherapy was
not a promising prospect. Despite certain reservations about the scientific soundness of
the project, Biovallée funds were granted. The fact that none of the funding dedicated
to research in the Biovallée program had been used was certainly an important factor.
The project generated new knowledge on herbal treatments and interested FIBL, a worldleading research institute on OF. The resulting partnership brought credibility to the project
and legitimacy to the topic and eventually lead to its integration into the regional research
agenda by the regional experimentation committee, as well as into the national training
offer (the project served to create a training module on phytotherapy provided by the
national agricultural training agency).
Compagnons de la Terre supported a dozen new entrants in farming, with professional
guidance and provision of land and farm equipment, supplemented as needs arose by
storing, processing, and marketing facilities. Then, acknowledging incubated young
farmers’ persisting difficulties to access land due to rejection by conventional farmers of
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both OF and new entrants in farming, they also built, together with CCVD, a new system
for farmland management: a public land tenure fund, which favors the setting up of
organic new farmers and enables them to take ownership of the farmland after two years
of testing their activity. This farmland management system is implemented in coordination
with SAFER, the Land Use and Rural Settlement Agency.
All four initiatives can be considered as socio-technical niches, as they are small networks of actors that develop new rules and practices that radically differ from the regime’s.
The analysis of their trajectories, which can only be roughly summarized here to conform
with the format of an article (for a more detailed analysis of the initiatives’ trajectories,
see [42,48]), shows that the coevolution of practices, representations, and interactions
within each niche and in interaction with local authorities leads to the construction of alternative models (economic for Carline and Agricourt, land management for Compagnons
de la Terre, and related to animal-health management for the goat farmers’ union) and of
radically alternative visions of food and farming issues, as well as of the associated network
of relevant actors. This set of representations can be referred to as the paradigm of “Radical
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advocating the use of fresh, local products from small-scale farmers (who are mostly but
not exclusively organic) in school canteens, the relocation of the food system, and the
reconnection between its various actors. This creates a conflict with the Chamber, whose
representative, opposed to this vision, claimed loudly during one Biovallée agricultural
committee that “agricultural policies must be in the farmers’ hands!” and almost slammed
the door.
The agricultural school is also deeply influenced. In the same period, it develops
several modules on farm autonomy (farm-saved seeds, animal phytotherapy, etc.), in line
with the “Radical ecologization” paradigm.
Further fundamental changes come about within the regime. In the socio-technical
configuration fostering “Ecological modernization”, the cooperatives continue their technological trajectory. For instance, in 2008, the local grain cooperative sets a target of 100%
organics. At this time, organic crops represent 30% of the collection but generate 45% of the
revenue, so in a competitive environment where small cooperatives tend to disappear [55],
OF represents a solution for local farmers to keep control of their cooperative tool. It initiates the creation of a cooperatives’ union for cereals marketing with neighbor cooperatives,
allowing it to manage larger volumes and improve their knowledge and bargaining power
in the market of organic cereals. It then engages in a strategy of downstream vertical
integration; investing in a feed-mill, it turns organic to process its members’ production
and invests in an organic egg-firm that valorizes the feed produced in the mill to ensure
that added-value is distributed to the farmers. It does not intentionally seek to change the
dominant system (most grain and eggs are sold in long circuits), yet it creates new practices
and new forms of coordination that give farmers and their cooperative a greater control of
the supply chain.
Thanks to their alliance in the Biovallée program, the two local authorities increase
their budget three-fold for agriculture and thereby strongly enhance their capacity to
orient the other actors’ activities, bringing about critical changes in the dominant sociotechnical configuration related to the paradigm of “Agricultural modernization”. The
Chamber, whose budget significantly depends on project financing, is forced to actively
contribute to the development of OF and to the Biovallée objectives, despite the ongoing
conflict with local authorities. It works with the cooperatives on the testing of organic
varieties, supports farmers who wish to convert, and organizes demonstration days and
training sessions on organic techniques. On one of these demonstration days, funded by
Biovallée, a local company of agricultural machinery showcases self-engineered equipment
for mechanical weeding; various local actors join the dynamics around OF, and the artefacts
and practices they build foster interessement and enrolment of more farmers. This further
legitimizes OF and provokes a massive adoption of some OF practices by conventional
farmers. For instance, nowadays 50% of all local grain farms use mechanical weeding
instead of chemicals.
In summary, enrolment processes allowed for the emergence and development of two
alternative socio-technical configurations within the local agri-food system: one within the
regime, mainly driven by farmers’ cooperatives and aligned with a paradigm of “Ecological
modernization”, and one outside the regime, driven by several niche initiatives and aligned
with a paradigm of “Radical ecologization”. They lead to the alignment of the visions and
practices of many actors with these two alternative paradigms, which in turn, through
interessement processes, caused OF to be placed on the agenda of all local agri-food actors
and to become a structuring element of the local agri-food system (Figure 3).
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radical innovations. As such, it is preparatory and necessary to the more profound reconfiguration provoked by the enrolment of regime actors into the alternative socio-technical
configuration that fosters “Radical ecologization” (second step). As shown in Figure 5,
enrolments make some actors move from the dominant socio-technical configuration to the
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others, as their practices and representations gradually evolve according to their needs, and
to opportunities, and under the influence of external factors, resulting in fine
to a greater
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Contrary to the stretch-and-transform process described by Smith and Raven [57],
where a niche restructures the mainstream selection environment in ways favorable to
its development, here the process is contingent and internal and does not result from a
Sustainability 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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5.3. Rebalancing of Power Relations
The actors, in line with alternative paradigms (“Ecological modernization” and “Radical ecologization”), enhanced their own capabilities, which indicates that power relations
have been altered. The longitudinal analysis shows that, along with the reconfiguration
of the socio-technical system, a change in power relations comes about, which occurs
through iterative processes of vision and practice adjustment that actors provoke through
enrolment processes. In the 1990s, the alignment of more and more numerous and powerful actors with the paradigm of “Ecological modernization” forces the Chamber and
the agricultural school to consider OF within their scope and to modify their activities
accordingly. Deeper reconfiguration subsequently occurs through the interactions between
the four niches and the regime. Within these niches, the radical nature of innovation lies
beyond technology; it lies in the challenging of the organization—of the architecture, in
McMeekin et al.’s words [31], of the dominant agri-food system. Agricourt and Carline both
call for reconnecting producers and consumers and for defining new business practices,
giving greater control of the food chain to producers and consumers. The project of the
goat farmers’ union designs a strategy of animal health management, which gives back to
farmers the control over input production, knowledge, and prescription. Compagnons de
la Terre acts to widen the management of farmland to civil society and local authorities,
facilitating the setting up of atypical entrants in farming. In these niches, actors do not
develop technological novelties; they develop radically new visions of what should be the
relevant network of actors, and accordingly, new forms of coordination and governance.
As suggested by Rossi et al. [27], they are enabling relational environments where power
reconfiguration occurs and transformative power [24] develops. The enrolment of local
authorities is critical as it prompts niche actors to develop an even more integrated vision
of the role of agriculture in local development and of the desirable form(s) of governance.
It additionally enables these visions to become a structuring element of the local agri-food
system. Consequently, existing governance networks (the network of actors managing
farmland, the experimentation network for goat farming, and the governance bodies of
local food chains) are influenced or complemented accordingly. This results in the widening
of the governance of the agri-food system to include actors who were previously excluded,
e.g., small-scale farmers and non-agricultural actors, such as civil society, consumers, and
local authorities, and in the weakening of the Chamber.
These findings suggest that the local scale allowed overcoming lock-in effects that
predominate at broader scales by facilitating the formation of ground-breaking collaborations (the inter-cooperative project, the multi-actor niche-networks) and articulating
complementary perimeters of action. This important topic needs deeper elaboration, which
will be provided in another article.
6. Conclusions
The analytical approach developed in this paper allows exploration of the sociopolitical dimension of whole system reconfigurations and hence highlights novel aspects
of agency in transitions. The analysis of the system reconfiguration processes at stake
in the Drôme valley sheds light on the way actors created and activated levers for a
sustainability transition of the local agri-food system. It points to three main mechanisms
that allowed a regime shift to come about: (1) the emergence and development of an
alternative socio-technical configuration within the regime; (2) the combined effect of
multiple niche-innovations that impact the various components of the socio-technical
system, simultaneously and in the same direction; and (3) the rebalancing of power relations
and the redesign of local agri-food governance resulting from the interactions between
these niches and the alternative configuration within the regime. It shows that these
mechanisms were enacted by actors through enrolment and interessement processes, and
stresses the importance of spill-over effects. These findings challenge the assumption
commonly underlying research on agency in transitions that profound changes at the
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regime level are intentionally enacted by actors who have an interest in changing the
regime, who build alliances and implement strategies to that end.
These results build on and articulate various previous contributions from transition
studies, thereby confirming the strength of the MLP heuristic. They reinforce the view
that accounting for multiple regime dynamics and multiple niche-regime interactions is
critical to develop further understanding of transition processes [29]. They contribute to a
further characterization of regime destabilization processes and of the incremental system
improvements required to foster sustainability transitions [30]. They also suggest that
transitions require more than single niche scaling-up or niche accumulation processes. They
stress the importance of the emergence of an alternative paradigm within the regime and the
role of multiple, unrelated niches impacting the various dimensions of the agri-food system
simultaneously. From a transformative perspective, these results suggest that transitions
may be fostered by: (1) supporting the diffusion of an alternative technological paradigm
within the regime that niches may be congruent with; (2) creating the conditions to stimulate
the coexistence and development of a diversity of radical innovations relating to all the
various components of the socio-technical system; and (3) moving from a technologydriven approach of innovation towards an emphasis on organizational innovations that
foster the rebalancing of power relations.
By showing the paramount importance, in this transition process, of the change in
power relations that occurred chiefly through linking agricultural issues to wider socioeconomic and political issues—such as fairness, multi-stakeholder decision-making, community life—the present analysis challenges the assertion that a comprehensive understanding of system reconfiguration can be developed with approaches focusing primarily
on environmental sustainability, without tackling “wider socio-economic problems such as
poverty, inequality, problems in democratic accountability” [59]. It calls for the embracing
of a systemic view of sustainability in transition studies, so as to shed light on, investigate,
and question the foundational socio-economic and political dimensions of incumbent sociotechnical systems and develop a better understanding of their reconfiguration processes.
One important limitation of this research is that it is based on the empirical analysis
of a single, local case. This raises the question of the generic nature of its results, particularly given the strong specificities of this case (not a highly productive area, presence
of many agricultural productions and chains, long-term inter-municipalities dynamics).
Further research could investigate the genericity of the results by looking at other regional
dynamics. The spatial dimension of the studied processes would also deserve a profound
analysis [60,61], which will be developed in another paper.
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